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in Jan Previous Next. Many consider as the last golden year for the muscle era. By that year,
Pontiac had developed a two-year restyle cycle. The design was a carry over from the previous
year. Both the exterior and the interior remained largely unchanged. A few changes included
removal or replacement of the emblem from several locations. The endure bumper was back,
and this time with no optional chrome. The grille design was slightly change, but the difference
was hard to tell for a not-so-enthusiastic Pontiac owner. While the hidden headlamps kept the
exterior much like the GTO, the interior also seemed pretty untouched. A few notable
differences were added padding on the instrumental panel and a slight redesign of the seats
and door panels. The three spokes of the standard deluxe steering wheel was color keyed to the
interior. Once again, the coupe was not offered and only hardtops and convertible Pontiac
GTOs were available. The Goat had all the standard offerings of the GTO. As we mentioned, the
interior and exterior were almost indistinguishable from the previous model. The standard
powertrain was also the same cubic inch V8 delivering hp. The economy option was again
available at no extra cost, but only with a Turbo Hydramatic automatic transmission. Power
brakes with front discs were also standard GTO equipment for the year. New for , was also the
optional power flow ventilation system. It included a factory Ram air system, free-flowing
exhaust manifolds and D port cylinder heads. This engine had special unique cylinder heads,
round exhaust ports and unique camshafts. The Judge was distinguished from other GTOs by
its vibrant and cartoonish appearance, a rear spoiler, decorative stripes and exaggerated
decals. The real difference was made by the RA IV which clocked a quarter mile in Once again
the Plymouth Road Runner was standing tall as the dangerous competitor. Plymouth was still
new in the league, but its price tag played a major role in its increased sales. Yet, the legendary
Goat was not giving up without a good fight and around 72, units were sold. It surpassed the
sales of GTO for the year. Dodge further heated up the competition with their Dodge Charger
Daytona. Blending radical aerodynamics with muscle, Daytona triggered a new trend in the
industry. Despite the furious competition and the ever-increasing laws and regulations, Pontiac
was still leading the league which it started six years ago. Great car to drive and have fun looks
good and everyone likes the look, easy to fix and find parts for. The gas consumption is high
but anyone buying one had to know that or should of. The Chevelle had cleaner lines and the
Road Runner had a better gimmick. Having said that, the GTO was the classic muscle car it had
always been. It was fast, looked good and was affordable. Save my name, email, and website in
this browser for the next time I comment. Muscle Car Specifications Performance Model. Overall
rating. Verdict Pro. Works perfectly and easy to renoate and maintain. You may also like.
Figuratively speaking, the car's "defiant, stripped-to-the-basics personality" also had a hand in
cementing the moniker, according to Edmunds. American consumers have a history of
shortening the names of cars with multiple syllables, and this likely influenced the nickname of
this Pontiac brand. For consignment this drop top muscle car in very nice condition and from a
desirable year, a "Goat" which is more like a wolf in sheep's clothing, runs like a deer and the
looks of a beautiful bird. Let the sun shine in baby! At the front of the car, Pontiac's familiar
stainless trimmed twin grilles hang dual headlights and a pristine white "GTO" script behind a
revolutionary Endura bumper. Below that bumper, the car's curved front valance features
revised and more aggressive parking lights; and above that bumper, a sculpted hood with
Pontiac's legendary 'twin nostril' air intakes. Behind those intakes, like-new glass is bordered
by an attractive layer of bright stainless trim and a correct chrome driver's side mirror. Below
that mirror, expressive 'coke bottle' fenders are highlighted by dent-free stainless wheel well
trim, straight stainless rocker moldings and traditional chrome door handles. On the front
fenders, white inlaid "GTO" scripts add just the right amount of flash to the car's slick red paint.
On the back fenders, 'era arrowhead marker lights have been exchanged for V shaped "GTO"
branded units. At the back of the car, a show worthy chrome bumper hangs showroom fresh
taillights between spotless stainless exhaust tips and a black "GTO" trunk emblem. This is all
topped by a black convertible canvas which has a glass rear window. Interior Take a look inside
this A-Body's airy cockpit and you'll find a snazzy correct black interior. Front and center a
straight and crack-free dash wears bright, engine-turned trim below fresh wood applique and
original gauges. On the floor, an original His and Hers shifter sits between the two beautifully
sculpted bucket front seats and the center console. At the sides of those seats,
stainless-trimmed door panels hang red-inlaid "GTO" emblems above fresh hardware and
pliable armrests. Below those panels, clean carpet frames chrome-trimmed foot pedals in front
of heavy duty floor mats. In front of the driver, what looks like to be the original wood rimmed
steering wheel spins around a Pontiac branded horn button. Behind the passengers, an original
trunk hides a correct mat and full-size spare tire as well as a bumper jack. Also, a nice tonneau

cover, in matching black comes with the car. A TH 3-speed automatic is behind the mill and
shifts through the gears flawlessly. On the back is a bolt rear axle. Undercarriage Give this car a
lift and we are met with independent front suspension and 4-link rear suspension. Power disc
brakes up front, and power drums on the rear, bring it to a quick halt. Dual exhaust with turbo
mufflers snakes its way from the mill back through a clean and rust free frame, floor pans,
rockers, and inner fenders. Drive-Ability We had some fun test driving this well restored car on
our test track. A new top and frame along with an up and down mechanism that worked
flawlessly. Despite it being cold we put the top down and did our test. It had snappy
acceleration, good handling, and bias free panic stopping. It handles very well, and all functions
save for the backup lights worked as they should. Runs great, shifts smoothly, and is a looker
to boot. Loud was the voice of the lonely goatherd Lay ee Classic Auto Mall is a ,square foot
classic and special interest automobile showroom, featuring over vehicles for sale with
showroom space for up to 1, vehicles. Also, a vehicle barn find collection is on display. This
vehicle is located in our showroom in Morgantown, Pennsylvania, conveniently located just
1-hour west of Philadelphia on the I Pennsylvania Turnpike. The website is Please contact us
anytime for more information or to come see the vehicle in person. Deposit: Buyer must contact
us within 24 hours of accepted offer, and make arrangements for payment at that time. Payment
of Balance Due: The remainder is due plus applicable fees and taxes within 7 days. If no contact
is made within 24 hours we reserve the right to re-list the vehicle or sell it otherwise. All
financial transactions must be completed before delivery of the vehicle. Additional Fees and
Taxes: All Pennsylvania residents must pay applicable state and local tax, title and license fees.
Out of state buyers are responsible for their own state taxes and fees. Shipping: The buyer is
responsible for all shipping charges unless otherwise documented on the sales agreement. We
will assist the buyer with finding a shipping company. We assume no responsibility for
damages incurred after leaving our premises. If the vehicle is going to be shipped, full payment
must be received before the vehicle is delivered to the shipping company. Buyer's Inspection:
Every effort has been made to accurately and fairly describe this vehicle to you. Classic Auto
Mall, Inc. Please be advised that used vehicles will have typical scratches and dings inherent for
their year and mechanical parts are subject to fail. Buyer is responsible for any inspection
charges and fees. Warranty: Unless otherwise stated in the vehicle description, this vehicle is
being sold "as is". No representations or warranties are made by seller, nor are any
representations or warranties relied upon by bidders in making bids. Notice to Bidders: We
reserve the right to cancel all bids and end the auction early should the
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vehicle no longer be available for sale. We will end auctions early should a vehicle be sold at
the dealership.. Placing a Bid: Your bid constitutes a legally binding contract to purchase this
vehicle. Please do not bid if you are not seriously interested or financially able to purchase this
vehicle. Bid Retractions: Bid retractions are not allowed nor will be recognized within 12 hours
of auctions end. Seller will not be obligated to sell in the event of a late retraction. Negative
Feedback Bidders: We do not allow bidding from negative feedback bidders. New bidders with
zero feedback rating should email us or call us prior to bidding. Non-Paying Bidder: If the
deposit is not received within 48 hours of the close of auction or if the balance is not paid in full
within 7 days following the close of auction, we reserve the right to re-list the vehicle or sell the
vehicle to the next highest bidder or another qualified buyer. Home Inventory Consignment
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